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MARIA’S STORY
Applied for Law (M100)
Offers from Cambridge, King’s College and Manchester.
Maria applied to read Law at Cambridge in 2017. She wanted to ensure
she had the best shop of getting her dream offer, so she got in touch
with UniAdmissions and booked a 50 hour individual tuition package; the
most comprehensive package available.

Will was Maria’s first tutor; the author of a bestselling Law textbook, so
Maria knew she was in safe hands. They began by ensuring her CLT
knowledge was up to scratch. They did this by going through past papers
to identify Maria’s weaknesses, then targeting those weak areas with
more focused questions.

Bianca was Maria’s next tutor; Bianca went through every single aspect
of the personal statement with her. Bianca firstly gave constructive
feedback and showed Maria several personal statement that had been
previously successful in applying for the M100 Law course at
Cambridge. This helped Maria to see that qualities that her own
statement was lacking. Together they went through Maria’s past
experiences in work experience and other qualities that really set her
apart from others. Bianca was always available to help Maria and Maria
made use of the unlimited re-drafts available to her after booking tuition.
After some sessions her statement was in a very good spot!

The next stage of her tuition was with Orin. Orin, with UniAdmissions
arranged for Maria to be put through her paces with multiple mock
interviews held with different tutors. Each tutor wrote extensive detailed
feedback about her strengths and weaknesses. Orin then went through
this feedback with Maria. They worked together to improve her responses
to common questions such as “Why do you want to study Law at
Cambridge?”. This ensured Maria understood the way of thinking that
Cambridge admissions tutors have - all of this preparation ended up
being worth it when Maria got her perfect offer from Cambridge!
“I couldn’t have done it without UniAdmissions. Orin was a godsend when it came to interviews,
I really appreciate all the work she put in to help me.”
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